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Executive Summary

Under heavy and sustained pressure from decades of economic sanctions, North Korea has rapidly expanded its illicit activity within the cyber domain. In particular, Pyongyang has demonstrated an increasing interest in using evolving financial platforms, such as cryptocurrency and blockchain technology, to compensate for the fiscal losses related to economic sanctions on more traditional forms of commercial activity. Since 2014, the Pyongyang-led cybercrime organization known as the Lazarus Group has transformed from a rogue team of hackers to a masterful army of cybercriminals and foreign affiliates, capable of compromising major national financial networks and stealing hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of virtual assets.

The international community and national governments often incorrectly correlate North Korea’s lack of access to modern computer hardware within its borders to its ability to successfully execute software-reliant cyberattacks. While Beijing and Moscow captivate the attention of most democratic governments concerned about pending cyber intrusions, Pyongyang continues to defy miscalculated expectations by successfully employing myriad sophisticated cyberattacks that target new and developing financial technology. North Korea will likely continue to adapt its cybercrime tactics targeting cryptocurrency to circumvent obstacles presented by economic sanctions on more traditional forms of financial activity and commerce.

This report provides in-depth analysis of North Korea’s demonstrated ability to exploit financial technologies, in particular cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology, to procure funds for its illicit nuclear and ballistic weapons development programs. This research was supported through blockchain analysis conducted in partnership with TRM Labs, a leading blockchain intelligence firm that seeks to monitor, investigate, and mitigate crypto fraud and financial crime.

Through analyzing three case studies of major North Korean hacks, this report outlines key strengths and vulnerabilities in the Lazarus Group’s campaigns to infiltrate cryptocurrency exchanges and steal, launder, and liquidate funds. The report also provides a snapshot of key policy oversights within the regulatory environment in the crypto space of central stakeholders and countries, such as China, the United States, and South Korea. Lastly, this study offers a prospective look into the future of North Korea–led crypto hacks and provides a series of policy recommendations to strengthen cyber resilience against these efforts.
Summary of Recommendations

The following recommendations are proposed for U.S. domestic and foreign policymakers, as well as those in the private sector:

U.S. Domestic Policymakers

- Financial regulators and lawmakers should work to remove any loopholes that allow decentralized finance (DeFi) platforms and other emerging financial technology to circumvent U.S. regulations on anti-money laundering (AML) and combating the financing of terrorism (CFT).

- Congress should adopt legislation that requires all cryptocurrency exchanges to report cyber incidents to the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and the FBI that could involve the financial and/or personal information of U.S. citizens and/or entities.

- Within the new National Cryptocurrency Enforcement Team, the executive branch should designate specific research on state-sponsored cybercrime groups.

U.S. Foreign Policymakers

- The U.S. Department of the Treasury should expand sanctions designations to any individual or entity supporting and/or facilitating North Korean cybercrime, including foreign over-the-counter (OTC) brokers and telecommunications companies that provide to North Korea technical services, know-how, and equipment that its hackers use to conduct malicious cyber operations.

- The U.S. government should incorporate specific joint research and investigative initiatives on cryptocurrency-related illicit activity within the ongoing U.S.-ROK cyber working group established during the 2021 Biden-Moon Summit.

- The U.S. government should enhance overall cyber-related intelligence sharing and communication channels with Southeast Asian allies and partners to foster greater understanding of cybersecurity risks.

- The Financial Crime Enforcement Network (FinCEN) should engage with relevant foreign legislative and enforcement bodies to require that virtual asset service providers (VASPs) operating or seeking to operate within their jurisdictions fully implement all Financial Action Task Force (FATF) guidance on virtual assets.

Private Sector Actors

- All cryptocurrency exchanges should adopt company-wide best practices for increased cyber hygiene, such as incorporating relevant CISA guidelines on cybersecurity and executing quarterly mock email phishing campaigns for all employees.

Case Studies

Throughout this report, all North Korean operatives involved in the three case studies presented here are referred to as the Lazarus Group, the umbrella term for Pyongyang-designated cyber operatives targeting institutions across the globe under the direction of the country’s main intelligence agency, the Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB). After a review of the background for each operation, the level of sophistication, and mistakes that point to the Lazarus Group, key takeaways are offered. Specific cyberattacks targeting cryptocurrency exchanges in 2018, 2019, and 2020 are analyzed here because of the wealth of blockchain transaction data available for these hacks, their high probability of connection to the Lazarus Group, and their temporal correlation to new innovations within the crypto space. These hacks also demonstrate North Korea’s capabilities and obstacles in using complex financial technologies and obfuscation tactics when stealing and laundering cryptocurrency assets.

The United Nations Panel of Experts on the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) assesses that these hacks, along with other illicit financial activity affiliated with North Korean operatives, both directly and indirectly supported the country’s illegal nuclear and ballistic weapons development programs. As economic sanctions have curtailed Pyongyang’s more traditional sources of exports and commodities trade, the revenues generated by cyber-enabled financial crime almost certainly represent a share of the hard currency Pyongyang uses to support its illicit weapons development program.

Methodology

On-chain information refers to cryptocurrency transactions that are recorded and verified on a public blockchain. Based on this publicly available information, the laundering techniques used in these hacks were analyzed in partnership with blockchain intelligence firm TRM Labs. Open-source information in English and Korean was used to examine the hacking methods employed in each case.
Gate.io Hack

In April 2018, North Korean hackers compromised an unnamed cryptocurrency exchange through an email phishing campaign. An employee of the exchange was targeted with an infected file, which the employee downloaded. This led to the theft of enormous quantities of Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Dogecoin, and several other altcoins. The hack totaled nearly $230 million dollars’ worth of crypto assets at then-prevailing prices. However, the exchange never publicly confirmed the hack, which likely delayed involvement from law enforcement, and might have hampered efforts to seize and return all stolen funds to the victims.

North Korean hackers applied a mixture of basic and advanced laundering techniques during this hack, but in comparison with the other two case studies, this operation was less sophisticated because rapidly exchanging virtual currency for real fiat currency was preferred over obfuscation. Blockchain evidence clearly connected this theft to a victimized Gate.io and the crypto addresses the exchange has been using for years, including during its earlier days as the Bter exchange before rebranding as Gate.io in 2017.3

The international response to this cyberattack was minimal because the targeted exchange did not publicly disclose that it was hacked. Roughly two years later, the U.S. Department of Justice, filed a civil forfeiture action against two Chinese nationals charged with laundering more than $100 million in cryptocurrency on behalf of Pyongyang.4 The civil forfeiture also mentioned that the Lazarus Group and its affiliates, including the two Chinese nationals, used 113 cryptocurrency addresses to launder the stolen funds. However, the indictment did not identify the hacked exchange by name, and instead anonymized the exchange as Virtual Currency Exchange 1 (VCE1). Further blockchain analysis of data provided by TRM Labs revealed with high probability that VCE1 was Gate.io, a formerly China-based exchange now incorporated in the Cayman Islands.5

LEVEL OF SOPHISTICATION

Through this hack, North Korea demonstrated its software and coding capability by programming automated scripts to rapidly launder and reconsolidate stolen funds into exchanges before transferring them into Lazarus-affiliated wallets. The hackers employed common obfuscation techniques such as peel chains—sending numerous amounts of crypto to wallets they controlled at various exchanges—in an attempt to minimize suspicion from the exchanges’ AML compliance personnel. Automation was apparent due to the large number of transactions made simultaneously and then split into complex patterns. However, the North Korean hackers appear to have needed external support in this operation to bridge the gap between crypto and fiat currencies, because they enlisted the aid of two Chinese nationals to help cash out the stolen cryptocurrency into fiat currency.6

GATE.IO HACK AND LAUNDERING OPERATION

1. North Korean operatives allegedly researched the CEO of the target exchange to learn about the organization and potential vulnerabilities.

2. They proceeded to send an email to employees of the target exchange, which contained a malicious code inside a link and/or file that could grant them access to the exchange’s virtual wallet keys once downloaded.

3. Employee(s) of the exchange unwittingly downloaded the malicious code, which allowed North Korean operatives to begin stealing large quantities of cryptocurrencies from the exchange using the stolen wallet keys.

4. The operatives then laundered the stolen cryptocurrency through automated scripts and over-the-counter brokers from China with the intent to cash out the stolen cryptocurrency into fiat currency for the North Korean regime.
To cash out cryptocurrency funds into fiat currency, many crypto users often rely on OTC brokers—individuals who specialize in facilitating cryptocurrency transactions and transfers. OTC brokers often use accounts on exchanges to hold and move crypto on behalf of the brokers’ clients. While they can operate within completely legitimate guidelines, OTC brokers can also provide professional money laundering services to facilitate illicit activity, as in the Gate.io hack. It is unknown whether the two Chinese nationals were fully aware that their client was the Lazarus Group, but given the criminal nature of these OTC brokers involved in the money laundering business, it is highly unlikely that the connection to North Korea would have discouraged them from participating in laundering the hack proceeds.

**LEVEL OF SOPHISTICATION**

The North Korean hackers used remarkably sophisticated techniques both to hack the exchange and to launder the stolen cryptocurrency. Operatives funneled stolen crypto assets through mixing services, which suggests increased knowledge of the cryptocurrency environment and its tools. In contrast to the Gate.io hack, operatives involved in the DragonEx intrusion seemingly favored obfuscation over pure speed. They held their captured Bitcoin dormant within a single unhosted wallet for approximately two months and then patiently deposited the assets into a trusted mixing service over a period of several months. This followed a buy-and-hold strategy, often referred to as HODL, to maximize potential gains from cashing out the stolen cryptocurrency into fiat currency during a high exchange rate period.

The hackers used incredibly complicated intermediate transactions to divide, then recombine, a large proportion of the stolen Bitcoin, mostly likely

---

**KEY TAKEAWAYS: GATE.IO HACK**

- Wallet keys were compromised through spear phishing campaigns targeting an employee of the victim cryptocurrency exchange.
- North Korean hackers utilized automated scripts to launder many of the stolen assets.
- The final conversion of cryptocurrency to fiat for Bitcoin occurred with the assistance of two Chinese over-the-counter brokers.
- Speed rather than obfuscation was a clear focus of this operation, as most assets were converted to fiat as rapidly as possible.

---

**DragonEx Hack**

On March 24, 2019, the Singaporean exchange DragonEx was hacked, losing roughly $7 million in several cryptocurrencies. Through an elaborate phishing campaign, North Korean hackers used a trojanized version of a legitimate crypto trading application, QtBitcoinTrader, which they called Worldbit-bot. To enhance their credibility, the hackers registered websites for their fake companies and created several fictitious social media profiles for employees of the fabricated firms.

While much smaller in fiscal scale than the Gate.io attack, the DragonEx hack demonstrated substantial improvement in North Korean hackers’ laundering techniques. However, these advances were not consistent across all cryptocurrency blockchains. This campaign formed the template for many of Lazarus’s subsequent hacks, which continue to use trojanized software as bait to lure unsuspecting crypto exchange employees into infecting company systems. While most cyberattacks attributed to North Korea are often categorized under the wide umbrella of the Lazarus Group, the United Nations Security Council publicly attributed this hack to a specific unit within the Lazarus Group known as APT38, as well as to a particular North Korean operative named Jon Chang Hyok. Additionally, DragonEx confirmed it was hacked within a day of the March 2019 attack, which likely assisted law enforcement investigations.

**MISTAKES**

While the hackers succeeded in stealing cryptocurrency, the fact that they were seemingly unable to launder each type of stolen crypto asset at the same speed and level of complexity suggests North Korean operatives who were relatively more advanced in hacking speed than in overall laundering and obfuscation techniques. The Lazarus Group rapidly laundered stolen Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Dogecoin shortly after the hack, but operatives delayed laundering the Litecoin for roughly two years. A possible explanation is that a North Korean hacker could have tried to store a portion of the funds in a secret wallet for his or her personal use. Regardless of the reason, which remains unknown, this demonstrates a potential vulnerability in the Lazarus Group’s laundering capabilities that significantly impacted its net gain from the intrusion. Further analysis shows that from its initial theft to its eventual cash-out, the value of the LTC dropped by nearly two-thirds, from approximately $1.5 to $0.5 million.
to obfuscate the origin of the funds. While there were several Bitcoin mixing services available at the time of the hack, only one was chosen: Wasabi Wallet, likely due to its reputation as highly safe and reliable compared to other mixing services, which are often fraudulent sites that steal users’ funds.11

MISTAKES
Despite the increase in sophistication demonstrated in this hack, the DragonEx laundering efforts indicate remaining vulnerabilities in the Lazarus Group’s capabilities, and these allowed law enforcement to attribute the hack to North Korea. For example, the same mixing service was used after reconsolidating the stolen funds, and this minimized effectiveness because it risked detection due to repeated use. Although the hackers used different Bitcoin addresses to move the stolen funds, they still combined them into a handful of clusters, making it easier to link their ownership to a single origin.

Further blockchain analysis of other cryptocurrencies stolen in this hack provides more evidence indicating a possible inability, or lack of desire, to launder all stolen forms of cryptocurrency with equal caution in order to avoid future attribution of the hack. Unlike with Bitcoin, Lazarus employed no mixing service to obscure the movement of the stolen Ethereum and used even simpler methods to liquidate the funds stolen from another cryptocurrency known as Tron. There are three possible reasons for this: first, to ensure high potential cash-out into fiat currency, the hackers may have focused on using only enough obfuscation techniques to avoid the seizure of their stolen assets; second, they may have been concerned about detection and hastened laundering efforts; third, they assumed that only a few investigators were competently following the blockchain analytics of Tron and Ethereum compared with Bitcoin at the time of the hack. Additional obfuscation during the laundering process requires more time and resources, often including the need to pay for additional blockchain services to hide the origin and owners of crypto transactions.

KEY TAKEAWAYS: DRAGONEX HACK
- The hackers employed an elaborate email phishing campaign to compromise DragonEx. They used trojanized software and created multiple, seemingly legitimate social media profiles to increase the perceived legitimacy of the original email.
- The hackers laundered all stolen Bitcoin through the Wasabi Wallet mixer, but other coins stolen were laundered with markedly less sophisticated—though ultimately successful—processes.
- Employing the HODL technique, these hackers waited to sell a large proportion of stolen ETH at then-high prices in August 2020, almost a year and a half after the hack.
KuCoin Hack

On September 26, 2020, a Singapore-based cryptocurrency exchange called KuCoin suffered a massive breach in its cybersecurity, with hackers stealing more than $280 million worth of various cryptocurrencies from the exchange’s hot wallets. No details have been made public about how access was gained to KuCoin’s systems, but the exchange publicly announced on the day of the hack that it had experienced a “security incident.” The majority of these stolen funds were various ERC20 tokens, though substantial quantities of Bitcoin and several other altcoins were also stolen. This major intrusion included a range of sophisticated hacking and laundering techniques, including a professional mixing service and the use of new DeFi platforms in an attempt to obfuscate the activity. The KuCoin hack demonstrates radical improvements in the Lazarus Group’s ability to obfuscate the origin of the stolen cryptocurrency. However, these hackers ultimately compromised their anonymity near the end of the operation, which allowed investigators to link pre- and post-mixed assets directly to the original hack.

LEVEL OF SOPHISTICATION

The breadth and intricacy of laundering techniques applied in this hack indicate a dramatic increase in the Lazarus Group’s sophistication and adaptability with crypto. The laundering of KuCoin’s stolen assets diverged sharply from prior Lazarus operations. Instead of partially haphazard obfuscation efforts during past intrusions, this time North Korean hackers showed more rigor through employing several advanced techniques to try to comprehensively obscure their activity. For this hack, the Lazarus Group used a total of three professional mixers: two to wash the stolen BTC through Wasabi Wallet and ChipMixer, and one—Tornado Cash, which is significantly more complicated to use—to wash the stolen ETH. The Lazarus Group also used an increasingly popular set of blockchain services known as decentralized finance, DeFi. As the international community began to introduce stronger regulatory measures on the cryptocurrency industry in 2018–19, focusing mainly on the mining and trading of cryptocurrencies, the Lazarus Group showed remarkable adaptation to evolving regulations within the virtual asset space through using new platforms such as DeFi.

The use of Tornado Cash, in particular, demonstrated a notable advancement in Lazarus’ laundering efforts. Understanding how this professional mixer functions is important to identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the North Korean operatives involved in this hack. A user seeking to anonymize the movement of Ethereum can deposit the cryptocurrency into Tornado in varying increments, most commonly 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 ETH. All crypto users deposit funds of equal value, and these deposits are held in a single address, making it virtually impossible to positively link any one withdrawal with any one deposit. Therefore, the longer a depositor waits to withdraw ETH, the greater the anonymity achieved, effectively providing more cover for North Korean operatives attempting to launder the stolen ETH. Users of Tornado Cash are not required to pay any “gas”—a fee to conduct a transaction on the Ethereum blockchain—to withdraw funds from Tornado after completing the mixing process. Instead, a series of intermediary addresses called relayers supply the necessary gas for a withdrawal, significantly adding to the withdrawer’s anonymity and increasing the total level of obfuscation.

MISTAKES

Even during this elaborate and fiscally lucrative cyber heist, the Lazarus Group seemingly chose speed over total obfuscation. The North Korean hackers elected not to use the more anonymity-preserving features of Tornado Cash, which would have required a transaction fee, likely because they sought to maintain the highest amount of stolen Ethereum for eventual liquidation. As a result, investigators were able to link the post-Tornado withdrawals together and, given the size of the KuCoin theft, ultimately connect them to the original hack. North Korean hackers are well trained and focused, but this misstep in the laundering process clearly signaled their involvement in the theft. This suggests that the Lazarus Group favored higher potential cash-out in a short period of time over complete, long-term obfuscation for the operation, strengthening the claim that overall speed over total obfuscation remains a main priority for Lazarus.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

- The hackers relied heavily on decentralized exchanges to convert less-liquid and easily frozen tokens into secure, fungible assets such as ETH.
- The use of DeFi platforms was a major advance from previous attacks, demonstrating the hackers’ high level of adaptation to the evolving crypto space and new decentralized tools.
Research Insights on the Lazarus Group’s Modus Operandi

As cryptocurrency technology innovation continues to outpace regulation of the crypto space, comprehensive analysis of these cyber operations shows that the Lazarus Group has rapidly improved both its hacking and blockchain-enabled money laundering capabilities. However, unlike more traditional hackers who spend valuable bandwidth on securing long-term anonymity by hiding their identities through meticulous obfuscation practices, North Korean hackers have demonstrated only moderate concern over eventual attribution. This lack of fear over getting caught is likely linked to the lack of legal retribution for their illicit cyber activities. To date, only one North Korean national has been extradited to the United States for money laundering charges, and this was a remarkably uncommon development in U.S. law enforcement against North Korean targets. In addition to their lack of fear of retribution from foreign law authorities, North Korean hackers have demonstrated a need for only a few days or weeks of anonymity to successfully transfer some portions of stolen funds from a hack. For the Lazarus Group, creating a sufficient level of obfuscation to successfully steal, launder, and transfer funds is enough to complete their official duties.

Equally notable, most North Korea–led cyberattacks begin with some variation of a phishing campaign. This provides ample opportunity for responsible nations and financial institutions to increase their cyber resiliency against North Korean hackers by strengthening cyber hygiene practices through training employees on email phishing schemes. This report’s appendix highlights the various techniques and developments demonstrated in each of the three hacks, providing a visualization of the growth of the Lazarus Group’s cyber capabilities and money laundering skills.
China

Laundering illicit crypto is likely to become more difficult in China. Beijing has steadily increased government crackdowns on cryptocurrency exchanges, and this has impacted the ability of Chinese OTC brokers to operate freely. In March 2020, the U.S. Department of Justice indicted two Chinese nationals charged with laundering more than $100 million worth of stolen cryptocurrency on behalf of North Korea in an operation linked to the first hack studied in this report. However, the last Chinese government crackdown in May 2021 reportedly sent dozens of cryptocurrency exchanges abroad, and Chinese authorities recently outlawed nearly all crypto trading and mining. While the exile of these companies began as early as 2017, as seen in Gate.io moving offshore from mainland China to the Cayman Islands, this blanket ban on trading crypto could affect the future level of assistance that Chinese cybercriminals can offer the Lazarus Group from within mainland China. However, these regulations apply only to Chinese crypto users operating within the legal jurisdiction of China. This means that professional Chinese money launderers and other cybercriminals operating outside of China can still offer their services to North Korean hackers.

United States

Compared with China’s efforts, the U.S. regulation of cryptocurrency and associated financial technology has been more targeted, focusing on anti-money laundering and combating the financing of terrorism. Since 2013, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) of the Treasury has provided regulatory guidance related to the crypto space, allowing for a relatively more permissive environment as long as cryptocurrency exchanges follow the AML/CFT rules established for money service businesses. Currently the U.S. government considers cryptocurrency a commodity and the U.S. Internal Revenue Service treats cryptocurrency as a taxable asset, requiring any transfer worth $10,000 or more to be reported to the IRS. Recently, FinCEN issued a notice of proposed rulemaking to suggest establishing requirements for transactions involving legal tender digital assets and cryptocurrency. This will allow banks and other financial institutions to verify the identities of customers, submit reports, and keep records of transactions exceeding $3,000 using digital wallets that are either not hosted by a financial institution or hosted by an institution within a “high-risk jurisdiction.”

Gaps and Developments in Current Crypto Regulations

In recent years, both intergovernmental bodies and federal governments have increased efforts to better bring the crypto space under their regulatory perimeters by introducing new guidelines and policies. Despite notable advancements, several key vulnerabilities remain and allow ample opportunity for continued exploitation by the Lazarus Group and its affiliates.

The Financial Action Task Force

First created in 1989, FATF has evolved into an intergovernmental anti-money laundering policymaking body that provides guidance to national governments related to combating global money laundering and terrorist financing. Although countries to which this report is relevant are members of FATF, such as China, the United States, and South Korea, FATF guidance is not legally binding on member nations. While FATF recently updated its guidance for governments and virtual asset service providers on how to apply to the cryptocurrency industry measures for anti-money laundering and combating the financing of terrorism, many vulnerabilities remain within the crypto regulation space, and North Korean operatives will likely continue to exploit these.

For example, VASPs have yet to develop policies to restrict or discourage transactions on blockchains with unhosted wallets, despite the potentially heightened risk this presents to the security of financial platforms for customers transacting cryptocurrency. One of the greatest exploits for North Korean operatives are unhosted wallets, as they often provide opportunities for increased obfuscation when crypto assets are stolen and laundered. As a result, transactions involving unhosted wallets are typically more difficult to trace and seize, as exemplified by the Lazarus Group using an unhosted wallet to hold stolen Bitcoin in the DragonEx hack before transferring funds into a mixing service for laundering purposes. This kind of obfuscation technique has caught the attention of U.S. policymakers who seek to increase scrutiny and regulatory oversight on unhosted wallets and the platforms that support them. Implementation of FATF’s standards varies widely among countries, allowing illicit actors to exploit jurisdictions with weak regulation and enforcement. Until VASPs undertake major reform in their approach to unhosted wallets, or until national governments urge VASPs to do so, North Korea will likely find ample jurisdictions and VASPs where it can move funds between unhosted wallets without much scrutiny.
These broad efforts are likely connected to U.S. government initiatives to increase transparency and reporting within the crypto space. However, the proposed rulemaking, which was made near the end of the Trump administration, has not been formally addressed under the Biden administration. Instead, the current administration has used its first year to assess the stability and financial crime risks around digital currency technology, especially stablecoins.\textsuperscript{26} Given the difficulty of enforcing a ban on unhosted wallets and DeFi platforms due to their wide availability as downloadable open-source software, the U.S. government has not offered any targeted regulation pertaining to unhosted wallets and DeFi platforms. Instead, in keeping with FATF's recent update to its virtual asset guidance, the Treasury has encouraged VASPs to enact case-specific, risk-based approaches to mitigate the illicit financial risks of cryptocurrency technology.

**Compared with China's efforts, the U.S. regulation of cryptocurrency and associated financial technology has been more targeted, focusing on anti-money laundering and combating the financing of terrorism.**

Beyond indictments from the U.S. Department of Justice against North Korean operatives and their accomplices for illicit financial activity, the U.S. government has taken broader actions that may mitigate North Korea's hacking ability by targeting possible networks offering advanced technologies and new intrusion software.\textsuperscript{27} The U.S. Department of Commerce's new rule barring the export and resale to China and Russia of cyber “intrusion software” and equipment without a license will likely make it difficult for the Lazarus Group to obtain new cyber intrusion technology from Chinese and Russian cybercrime groups.\textsuperscript{28} Beijing and Moscow continue to help Pyongyang evade sanctions, including illegally hosting North Korean cybercriminals and information technology workers inside their jurisdictions—against U.N. Resolution 2397. Therefore, U.S. companies that provide intrusion software and equipment to Chinese and Russian companies and individuals are at risk for inadvertently providing North Korea with the same technology.\textsuperscript{29}

Additionally, the Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control issued new cyber sanctions on several Russian individuals, as well as on a Latvia- and Russia-based virtual currency exchange affiliated with ransomware attacks and related payment.\textsuperscript{30} The Biden administration linked these actions to its broader strategy to counter the spread and use of ransomware, signaling executive interest in strengthening national cybersecurity with a wide range of U.S. economic tools.\textsuperscript{31}

**South Korea**

Despite any positive developments in inter-Korea relations, Pyongyang will likely continue to target South Korean financial institutions and other entities as it has in the past, including a South Korean cryptocurrency exchange in 2017 and even a government-run think tank researching nuclear power in 2021.\textsuperscript{32} According to South Korean media outlets, Seoul's National Intelligence Service believes that roughly 90 percent of all cyberattacks targeting South Korea are led by North Korean hackers, signaling the country's urgent need to strengthen its cyber resilience against the Lazarus Group and its affiliates.\textsuperscript{33}

While not referencing North Korea–led cyberattacks, Seoul has adopted new regulations and guidelines for all VASPs and exchanges; this could potentially raise the difficulty threshold for the Lazarus Group to steal crypto assets from the South Korean virtual market.\textsuperscript{34} The first rule requires all VASPs and exchanges, including foreign VASPs, to receive Information Security Management System certifications from the Korea Internet and Security Agency in order to operate within the Korean market.\textsuperscript{35} Additionally, VASPs must partner with South Korean banks to create “real-name” verified bank accounts for customers, instead of using anonymous crypto wallets, and are required to register with the Korea Financial Intelligence Unit (KoFIU) for license approval.\textsuperscript{36} These guidelines from Seoul demonstrate strong government interest in requiring all contributors to the global financial market to incorporate stricter company-wide cybersecurity and regulatory practices.

The South Korean Ministry of Science and Information and Communications Technology has also demonstrated interest in raising national resilience against cyber-enabled financial crime. The ministry organized a two-week-long cybersecurity exercise involving 230 South Korean companies, which detected 114 security vulnerabilities that could have resulted in successful cyber intrusions through email phishing campaigns and ransomware attacks.\textsuperscript{37} Although not specifically North Korea–focused, such government-led initiatives and enhanced coordination with the private sector are essential to creating a comprehensive strategy against the evolving North Korean cyberthreat.
Future Outlook on North Korean Hackers

As the crypto space and its users continue to grow, Pyongyang will likely invest more resources in exploiting financial technology to compensate for the economic losses inflicted through international sanctions targeting more traditional forms of commerce.

Continuing to Exploit Cryptocurrency Exchanges

The Lazarus Group is highly effective at infiltrating cryptocurrency exchanges through email phishing campaigns, trojan software, and other malicious codes. Weak cybersecurity protocols exacerbate vulnerabilities to blockchain-enabled money laundering because they grant the hacker direct access to private keys connected to crypto wallets, which hold virtual assets within the exchange. The first two hacks described in this report involved email phishing campaigns that resulted in the loss of hundreds of millions of U.S. dollars in crypto assets, and North Korea continues to demonstrate interest in using this tactic in future cyberattacks on cryptocurrency.38 Despite efforts from some cryptocurrency exchanges, such as Binance, to assuage concerns over money laundering and other illicit cyber-enabled financial activity, major vulnerabilities remain that are inherent to decentralized finance platforms—which currently are not subject to any major forms of regulation.39

Additionally, cryptocurrency exchanges are not subjected to any form of security audit from an investigatory agency that could reveal an exchange’s network crucial exploits that hackers could use for infiltration. This likely restricts the spread of institutional knowledge on proper cyber hygiene and international guidelines throughout the exchange, as well as channels by which the exchange can properly communicate with relevant law authorities both during and after a hack.

Exploiting New and Evolving Financial Platforms

DeFi platforms allow individual crypto users to swap one type of cryptocurrency for another, such as Ethereum to Bitcoin, without a centralized platform ever taking custody of the users’ funds to facilitate the swap. The lack of centralized custody in DeFi platforms often results in poor or nonexistent collection of user-specific information from the customer, a practice referred to as know-your-customer (KYC) protocol, which makes it easier for cybercriminals to transfer stolen funds with greater anonymity.40 In a recent example of present-day concerns, some websites publicly advertise ways to trade cryptocurrency in North Korea through popular DeFi platforms, such as Uniswap.41

Beyond DeFi, North Korean hackers may also target other evolving financial platforms such as new play-to-earn crypto computer and mobile games.42 Through these new technologies, cryptocurrency enthusiasts and amateur gamers can earn cryptocurrency as rewards for completing tasks and activities while playing with virtually no in-game financial regulations or cybersecurity equivalent to basic FATF guidelines. In the past, Pyongyang has successfully exploited the online gaming community to its fiscal benefit, which suggests a high likelihood of further exploitation given the growing global interest in and adaption of cryptocurrency.

For example in 2011, the Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency highlighted an estimated two-year-long cybercrime operation that involved North Korean hackers collaborating with South Korean criminals to earn foreign currency from exploiting the South Korean online gaming community.43 Through alleged rendezvous points in China, Pyongyang transferred North Korean–manufactured gaming software purposefully infected with malicious codes to South Korean accomplices who later sold and distributed the software inside South Korea, compromising the personal data of roughly 660,000 South Korean citizens. While the total amount of funds North Korea acquired remains unknown, the police report claims that the operation generated at least 6.4 billion won (about $5.3 million). As North Korean cybercrime innovation continues to outpace regulation of the crypto space, Pyongyang will likely continue to leverage new and evolving financial technologies within its illicit cyber campaigns.

Utilizing Foreign OTC Brokers

North Korean operatives will likely continue to rely on foreign OTC brokers for access to the traditional financial system, including banks and the U.S. dollar. Pyongyang’s reliance on foreign OTC brokers to launder stolen funds highlights the need for North Korea to obtain reliable access to U.S.-dollar-denominated bank accounts to cash out cryptocurrency. However, Beijing’s sustained crackdowns on crypto mining and domestic OTC brokers may reduce Pyongyang’s overall reliance on Chinese cybercriminals, who will have to operate outside of mainland China. Future operations may show greater demographic diversity in foreign OTC brokers assisting the Lazarus Group. For example, more Russian-speaking OTC brokers may participate in North Korean cyber heists due to reportedly preexisting ties with Eastern European cybercrime groups.44
The Lazarus Group likely depends on OTCs to bridge the gap between crypto and fiat currencies because unlike North Korea, which is heavily sanctioned under both U.S. and U.N. regimes, these foreign launderers still have access to the U.S. financial system and traditional financial institutions. A foreign national willing to endanger his or her own personal and legal security is essential for North Koreans to convert stolen crypto assets into fiat currencies, most likely U.S. dollars. Additionally, Pyongyang could allow its hackers to obtain dual citizenship in a foreign country, or to forge passports, to circumvent sanctions preventing North Korean nationals from accessing traditional financial institutions to cash out stolen cryptocurrency. Although North Korea does not officially recognize dual citizenship, Pyongyang has historically issued fraudulent IDs and passports to North Korean operatives known as “illegals”: intelligence officers who use false foreign identities to infiltrate targets.

Receiving Help from Abroad
In efforts ranging from finding foreign nationals to provide technological know-how to offering money laundering services, North Korea will likely continue to pursue engagement with external resources to support its illicit cyber activity. In 2019, the U.S. government reported that U.S. citizen Virgil Griffith, a former senior researcher and developer for the Ethereum Foundation, provided Pyongyang with technical advice on using blockchain technology to evade sanctions, as well as conspiring to recruit other U.S. citizens, liaising deals with cryptocurrency and blockchain service providers on behalf of Pyongyang, and facilitating cryptocurrency exchanges between North and South Korea. Given North Korea’s demonstrated success in using blockchain technology to evade sanctions before 2019, it is possible that Griffith did not provide any new information to North Korea. But whatever the case may be in this instance, security concerns surrounding the direct or indirect involvement of foreign nations in illicit cyber activity benefiting Pyongyang must be addressed.

Additionally, several intelligence reports from security firms indicate that the Lazarus Group has likely expanded its networks into Eastern Europe through Russian-speaking cybercriminals. In particular, the intelligence company Intel 471 has identified TrickBot as a Russian-speaking cybercriminal group operating out of Eastern Europe with potential ties to North Korea and other outlets. Intel 471 has cited evidence of communication channels between TrickBot and the Lazarus Group before North Korean cyber operations were carried out. Pyongyang will likely continue this trend of seeking foreign assistance to expand and advance its global cybercrime campaigns.

Fostering the Next Generation of North Korean Hackers
Domestic developments inside North Korea also suggest increased government resources for fostering the next generation of the Lazarus Group. In May 2020, Pyongyang allegedly recruited at least 100 of its highest performing graduates from top North Korean science and technology universities into its military to manage its tactical planning systems. Reports have indicated that North Korea’s leading hacking academy, Mirim College or the University of Automation, continues to graduate hundreds of hackers every year, demonstrating sustained government interest in fostering the next generation of hackers. North Korean state media confirmed the establishment of a new science and technology university during a military parade in October 2020, and ties to the country’s cyberwarfare and weapons development program are possible. When viewed comprehensively, this suggests that Pyongyang will continue to pursue cybercrime as a lucrative method to obtain funds for the regime. The international community focuses mostly on North Korea furthering the development of its nuclear weapons, but increased attention should be directed at its development of well-trained cybercriminals tasked with infiltrating the global financial systems to procure funds for the development of these lethal weapons.

Continuing to Target Vulnerable Jurisdictions
North Korea has orchestrated a series of sophisticated cyberattacks from foreign jurisdictions with virtually no major punitive repercussions. In particular, Pyongyang has historically used areas of China and Southeast Asia as preferred regions to cultivate myriad cyber-enabled financial crime campaigns. These illicit activities include, but are not limited to, the largest known cyber bank heist, totaling an estimated $81 million worth of funds stolen from the central bank of Bangladesh. These funds were then transferred to a five-year-long money laundering scheme launched in Malaysia. Previous reports have outlined key contributing factors to North Korea’s continued pressure in Southeast Asia, including that region’s proximity to North Korean proliferation networks, its sophisticated trade and finance infrastructure, major gaps in local regulatory and compliance frameworks, and a nascent but expanding
Although the U.S. government was successful in the extradition of a North Korean operative stationed in Malaysia who laundered money for the regime through shell companies, this was a remarkably rare achievement that will not likely discourage Pyongyang from continuing illicit activity abroad, including within the global cyber space.57

Because potential gains from cyberattacks targeting new financial technology still significantly outweigh potential punitive risks for North Korean hackers, Pyongyang will likely increase its presence in jurisdictions and institutions that fail to adopt stricter cyber-related, and crypto-specific, regulatory guidelines and security protocols. While Washington tasks the U.S. intelligence and defense community with a broad set of international security issues, Pyongyang tasks its overseas-facing intelligence agencies with a much narrower set of duties: support the Kim regime at all costs through information, economic, and military espionage.58 This is perhaps the cornerstone of why North Korean hackers continue to outmaneuver U.S. and other nations’ cybersecurity strategies. Along with like-minded nations and institutions, U.S. policymakers should invest more resources into analyzing weaknesses in the Lazarus Group’s cybercrime modus operandi and create policies to strengthen resilience against increased cyberattacks and blockchain-enabled laundering of virtual assets.

Policy Recommendations

The following recommendations seek to inform U.S. policymakers and relevant stakeholders, such as the private sector, about potential tools and strategies to strengthen overall cyber resilience against the Lazarus Group and its affiliates, which seek to exploit cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.

U.S. Domestic Policymakers

- **Financial regulators and lawmakers should work to remove any loopholes that allow DeFi platforms and other emerging financial technology to circumvent U.S. AML/CFT regulations.** As DeFi platforms and other emerging financial technology host an enormous amount of illicit pseudonymous activity, Pyongyang will likely increase its presence within these unregulated spaces, which often provide greater levels of autonomy and anonymity in transactions compared with other financial platforms. Although DeFi platforms may receive more scrutiny and oversight when users on regulated financial platforms send or receive funds from them, they still pose significant risk for continued exploitation. A website outlining ways to buy Uniswap in North Korea as recently as December 2021 is a clear indication of a greater need for U.S. government-wide understanding of blockchain and collaboration with DeFi platforms to ensure stronger cybersecurity protocols.59 U.S. financial regulators and lawmakers should follow FATF guidance to identify entities that are responsible for DeFi platforms to ensure they comply with basic AML and CFT requirements. In particular, unhosted wallets present significant risks, as they are present only on DeFi platforms. However, unhosted wallets are not inherently bad because fully licit reasons exist for their use, such as a desire for increased user privacy and security for financial transactions. While unhosted wallets should not be banned, VASPs under U.S. jurisdiction should make sure to study and account for risk patterns that are likely to emanate from financial technology tools lacking KYC information. Regulating DeFi and unhosted wallet activity will constrain the space where cybercriminals can operate and launder stolen funds.

- **Congress should adopt legislation that requires all cryptocurrency exchanges to report cyber incidents to CISA and the FBI that could involve the financial and/or personal information of U.S. citizens and/or entities.** Many private companies, including cryptocurrency exchanges, refrain from publicly reporting or disclosing cyber incidents because of concerns about negatively impacting their reputations. However, withholding information regarding cyber incidents that could negatively impact existing and new users poses a significant threat to their financial and personal security. The United States can lead a global effort in cyber incident reporting
through adopting legislation that requires all cryptocurrency exchanges to report cyber incidents that affect U.S. citizens and/or companies to CISA and the FBI within 72 hours of confirmation, or another reasonable time frame to be defined. Congress should then decide whether failure to report a confirmed cyber incident involving a U.S. person and/or entity is legally punishable through fines or other punitive measures. This measure may also encourage cryptocurrency exchanges to adopt better know-your-customer protocols to determine the presence of U.S. citizens within their user base. Following the report of cyber incidents, early cooperation with the U.S. government has proven to increase a company’s odds of returning stolen crypto assets and/or information to the affected users.60

- **Within the new National Cryptocurrency Enforcement Team, the executive branch should designate specific research on state-sponsored cybercrime groups.** Because Lazarus is perhaps the most advanced group of state-sponsored cybercriminals targeting financial institutions and cryptocurrency exchanges, the U.S. government should adapt existing cybersecurity frameworks to reflect this grave threat. Bearing in mind the successful forfeiture of millions of dollars in cryptocurrency stolen and laundered during past cybercrime campaigns by North Korean and non-North Korean actors, the Biden administration should add a North Korea–specific portfolio to the National Cryptocurrency Enforcement Team.61 Recent examples of the threat include the 2014 Sony Pictures Entertainment embezzlement scheme and the 2017 WannaCry ransomware attack. Established in October 2021, the National Cryptocurrency Enforcement Team is tasked to “tackle complex investigations and prosecutions of criminal misuses of cryptocurrency, particularly crimes committed by virtual currency exchanges, mixing and tumbling services, and money laundering infrastructure actors”—all of which are points of exploitation targeted by Pyongyang for years.

  Alongside the National Cryptocurrency Enforcement Team, an interagency taskforce consisting of the U.S. Department of Justice, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the U.S. Cyber Command can support U.S. citizens and entities targeted by North Korean cyberattacks. While some cryptocurrency exchanges offer an insurance policy on stolen cryptocurrency if the exchange itself is hacked, most do not provide the same policy to individuals who have been hacked themselves.62 This means that if a user’s cryptocurrency wallet or private keys are compromised through a hack, the victim is fully responsible for the loss of virtual assets from a personal cyber breach. If a U.S. citizen or entity is a victim of a supposed North Korean hack, this inter-agency taskforce should assist the affected parties in recovering stolen virtual assets. Previously, the U.S. Cyber Command has successfully launched countermeasures against North Korean hackers, thereby setting a precedent for continued action.63

### U.S. Foreign Policymakers

- **The Treasury should expand sanctions designations to any individual or entity supporting and/or facilitating North Korean cybercrime, including foreign OTC brokers and telecommunications companies providing to North Korea technical services, know-how, and equipment that its hackers use to conduct malicious cyber operations.** The Treasury has issued sanctions against Russian and Chinese institutions for providing financial, material, and technological support to North Korea related to its nuclear weapons program, but no foreign entities have been designated for their assistance in expanding North Korean cybercrime capabilities.64 Major Russian and Chinese telecommunications companies have indirectly supported North Korean cyber-enabled financial crime campaigns by providing increased internet bandwidth and connectivity to North Korean operatives, allowing them to enhance their hacking capabilities and use virtual private networks to hide their true location.65 Sanctioning telecommunications companies that facilitate cybercrime can reduce Pyongyang’s hacking capabilities and discourage other telecommunications companies from engaging with North Korean cybercriminals. North Korean hackers have likely used these internet lines to conduct a wide range of cyberattacks. The internet connections are not extended to the general public, since only certain government officials and members of the elite class are legally allowed to access the internet. In terms of impacts on the general population, ordinary North Koreans can only access the country’s intranet, known as the *Kwangmyong* (광명망), meaning that the sanctioning of telecommunications companies that offer connections to the internet for hackers will not impact the daily lives of the average population.66
The Treasury has several sanctions programs through which designations can be imposed against individuals and entities for direct and/or indirect involvement in North Korea–led cyber operations: DPRK3, CYBER2, and the Countering America’s Adversaries through Sanctions Act (CAATSA). Created under Executive Order 13722 and 13757, respectively, DPRK3 and CYBER2 permit designations related to conducting and/or facilitating illicit cyber activity. The Treasury used both programs to target the two Chinese nationals mentioned earlier in this report who offered OTC services to the Lazarus Group.67 Under provisions 311(b)(I) of CAATSA, the Treasury can levy sanctions against any individual or entity that “directly or indirectly, engaged in, facilitated, or was responsible for the online commercial activities of the Government of North Korea.”68 All three programs provide the legal framework to impose sanctions against telecommunications companies that assist North Korean hackers through offering improved internet bandwidth and connectivity, but the Treasury will need to conduct significant investigation and intelligence analysis prior to issuing sanctions.

- **The U.S. government should incorporate specific joint research and investigative initiatives on cryptocurrency-related illicit activity within the ongoing U.S.-ROK cyber working group established during the 2021 Biden-Moon Summit.** Although Washington and Seoul pledged in May 2021 to create a bilateral cyber working group for enhanced cyber and law enforcement cooperation, their agreement failed to mention cryptocurrency or financial technology.69 Key U.S. agencies such as the FBI, CISA, the Treasury, and the Department of Justice should seek support and enhanced partnership with their most well-equipped South Korean counterparts, mainly the ROK National Intelligence Service, the National Policy Agency, and the KoFIU. These South Korean agencies have demonstrated their capability and vested interest in combating cyber-enabled financial crime through successful shutdowns of cybercriminal groups.70 Enhanced partnership could expand the overall bandwidth of U.S. investigations and analysis potential. As Pyongyang shifts more resources and capital into its hackers targeting cryptocurrency exchanges and DeFi platforms, Washington and Seoul must also update their joint cybersecurity initiatives with greater integration of cryptocurrency expertise and investigative capabilities.

- **The U.S. government should enhance overall cyber-related intelligence sharing and communication channels with Southeast Asian countries to foster greater understanding of cybersecurity risks.** Beyond increasing collaborative efforts with traditional allies such as South Korea, the United States should also pursue engagement with key countries that are often the victims of North Korea–sponsored cyberattacks, as well as those, whether unwittingly or not, that host North Korean hackers within their jurisdictions. Washington has several options to increase cyber intelligence sharing with Southeast Asian allies and partners regarding best practices to enhance cyber hygiene and mitigate potential risks. As in the Washington-Seoul bilateral agreement, the United States can pursue joint cybersecurity initiatives with Southeast Asian countries with the inclusion of crypto-specific language.

- **FinCEN should engage with relevant foreign legislative and enforcement bodies to require that VASPs operating or seeking to operate within their jurisdictions fully implement all FATF guidance on virtual assets.** The Lazarus Group will continue to operate in jurisdictions with weak cybersecurity and regulatory protocols that allow hackers to launder stolen funds, use unhosted wallets with little scrutiny, exploit DeFi platforms, and launch a series of cyberattacks. Although full implementation of FATF guidance in non-crypto finance remains a difficult task for national governments and jurisdictions, implementing FATF guidance across countries is the best current strategy to address this cyber-related issue. For example, South Korea’s KoFIU has begun to regulate VASPs according to guidelines seemingly inspired by FATF reports.

Another option is for FinCEN to lead a multinational summit in partnership with a Southeast Asian counterpart agency on cybersecurity with emphasis on blockchain-enabled financial crime, cryptocurrency, and DeFi platforms. Given its history with North Korea–led cybercrime, Singapore would be an ideal partnership country to host an international forum. It was one of the 30 countries to participate in the U.S.-led virtual counter-ransomware initiative meeting in October 2021, suggesting that the U.S. and Singaporean governments would be interested in collaborating on joint cybersecurity measures.71 FinCEN can also draw on the 2018 Europol conference on law enforcement related to cryptocurrency, to discuss multinational cooperation on blockchain-enabled financial crime.72 Beyond national governments, major cryptocurrency exchanges should also be invited, as they could potentially provide insightful feedback and lessons learned from previous cyber incidents.
Private Sector Actors

- All cryptocurrency exchanges should adopt company-wide best practices for increased cyber hygiene, such as incorporating relevant CISA guidelines on cybersecurity and executing quarterly mock email phishing campaigns for all employees. Protection may be enhanced by establishing default two-factor authentication requirements for crypto users seeking to access the financial services of a cryptocurrency exchange, but this fails to protect the exchange itself from North Korean hacks and cyber intrusions. The majority of North Korea–led cyberattacks start with some form of an email phishing scheme that does not target individual crypto users, but the employees and network system of a cryptocurrency exchange. This highlights the importance and increasing need for responsible organizations to encourage employees to adopt stricter cyber hygiene protocols.

Cryptocurrency exchanges should require all employees to undergo quarterly cyber hygiene training, including how to identify and report phishing scams. Routine exercises should include quarterly company-wide cyber hygiene testing, involving mock email phishing campaigns sent to unsuspecting employees. If a targeted employee accesses or downloads an infected link or file, that employee should be required to complete additional training, which can be found on numerous websites designed to teach how to spot and avoid cyber scams. CISA regularly publishes guidelines and phishing tip cards to inform the U.S. public about common red flag indicators of fraudulent emails seeking to infiltrate system networks through hidden malicious codes.

Conclusion

Over the years, North Korea has demonstrated high adaptability and advancement within the illicit cyber and crypto space using new technology to exploit vulnerabilities in the global financial system. Foreign assistance from key allies such as Beijing and Moscow has allowed Pyongyang to expand its cyber intrusion capabilities in ways ranging from hosting North Korean hackers within their jurisdictions to providing improved data connections to expand the country’s international bandwidth and connectivity. While North Korea does not fully operate on a public internet system, it has revolutionized its restricted but ample connections to global cyberspace as a tool for proliferation finance. In the past, unidentified actors have been successful in temporarily cutting North Korea’s access to the internet, but the country’s cyber infrastructure remains a more elusive target for retaliation and direct countermeasures compared with other cyber aggressors such as Russia and China. The latter share much deeper connections to the public online domain. In contrast to cybersecurity threats originating in China and Russia, North Korean hackers present a unique risk to U.S. national security by specifically targeting the global financial system. This calls for expanding current U.S. cybersecurity strategy to include specific guidelines for improving resilience against cyber-enabled financial crime, especially attacks targeting cryptocurrency, new financial technology, and the applicable service providers.
## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email Phishing Scheme</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Scripts</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peel Chains</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Mixer</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTC Broker</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhosted Wallet(s)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeFi Platform(s)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Glossary**

The following are the author’s brief definitions for key terminology used in this report.

**An altcoin** refers to any type of cryptocurrency other than Bitcoin.

**BTC** is the abbreviation used for the Bitcoin cryptocurrency.

**Blockchain** is a digital and immutable public ledger that is duplicated and distributed across an entire network of computer systems to facilitate and record the process of virtual asset transactions, often cryptocurrency.

**Cryptocurrency** is typically decentralized digital money designed to be used over the internet through blockchain technology. Cryptocurrency is not controlled by any government or other central authority, such as a bank, and is managed through peer-to-peer networks of computers running open-source software.

**A cyber intrusion** is the act of compromising a computer system by breaking into the system or network security, causing it to enter an insecure state. While some companies may legally employ third-party contractors to purposely infiltrate into their network system to test for security vulnerabilities, most cyber intrusions are unauthorized and illegal. A **cyberattack**, however, involves purposefully disrupting, disabling, destroying, and/or controlling a system.

**A cryptocurrency wallet** is a hardware device or downloadable software program that stores the public and private keys for facilitating cryptocurrency transactions. Public keys allow other users to send transactions to the digital address associated with that wallet, whereas private keys enable the spending of cryptocurrency associated with the digital address of the wallet.

**DeFi** is short for “decentralized finance,” a broad term for a variety of software applications based on blockchain technology where financial services such as lending, trading, and swaps of cryptocurrencies are offered without a regulated financial intermediary.

**An ERC20 token** is a cryptocurrency standard used for creating and issuing smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. Smart contracts are computer programs stored on a blockchain that follow a specific transaction protocol for digital contracts when predetermined conditions are met, such as “if/when . . . then” scenarios. They can be used to create new cryptocurrency tokens, release designated funds to the appropriate parties, and more.

**ETH** is the abbreviation used for the Ethereum cryptocurrency.

**An exploit** is a code that takes advantage of a software vulnerability or security flaw. It is typically written by either security researchers as a proof-of-concept threat or by malicious actors to use in their cyber operations.

**Fiat money** is government-issued currency that is not backed by a commodity such as gold. Most modern paper currencies, such as the U.S. dollar, are fiat currencies.

The **Financial Action Task Force (FATF)** is an intergovernmental anti-money laundering policymaking body that provides national governments with non-legally binding guidance related to combating global money laundering and terrorist financing.

**HODL** is a term used by cryptocurrency users to describe a buy-and-hold strategy where users wait a lengthy period before selling acquired cryptocurrency in anticipation of rising crypto-to-fiat currency exchange rates. The term is believed to have originated from a typo in a Bitcoin forum for “hold,” but now it means “hold on for dear life” in the crypto space.

**A hot wallet** is a virtual currency wallet that is accessible online and facilitates cryptocurrency transactions between the owner and end-users, while a cold wallet is stored on an offline platform and is only accessible after connecting to the internet. Since hot wallets are connected to the internet, they are vulnerable to cyber hacks and unauthorized access, while cold wallets are not.

**A mixer or tumbler** is a cryptocurrency service that mixes different streams of identifiable cryptocurrency to improve the anonymity of digital transactions and their users.

**A stablecoin** is any cryptocurrency designed to have a relatively stable, as opposed to fluctuating, price. This is typically achieved through pegging the stablecoin to a commodity, a specific currency, or through having its digital supply regulated by a certain algorithm.

**A trojan** is a type of malicious code or software that appears to be legitimate and benign but, once downloaded, will damage, disrupt, or steal targeted data and/or an entire network. It can also take control of the targeted device.
An **unhosted**, or **non-custodial wallet**, is a digital wallet in which crypto users can store their own cryptocurrency without any gatekeeping or oversight from an intermediary financial institution or cryptocurrency exchange in a way that resembles holding cash in a physical wallet as opposed to in a bank account. Unhosted wallets are found only on decentralized finance platforms. While there are many licit reasons to own an unhosted wallet, such as user privacy and security, the unregulated nature of unhosted wallets presents opportunities for illicit cyber actors to exploit them.

A **virtual asset service provider (VASP)** is an individual or business that facilitates the exchange, transfer, custody, offer, or sale of a virtual asset such as cryptocurrency.

**Wash** is a term used to describe the act of laundering funds by increasing anonymity through a mixing service or other obfuscation services or practices.
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